In this paper we consider a variety of questions in the context of Boolean designs. For example, ErdGs asked: How many subsets of an n-set can be found so that pairwise their intersections are all even (odd)? E. Berlekamp We prove that such matroids exist for all d except 2, 3, and 5. The paper ends with a discussion of more general modular designs and with constructions of some identically self-dual matroids representable over the field of three elements.
INTRODUCTION
Let U be a finite set. We denote the collection of all subsets of U by 9 (U), and we let 5?r (U) denote the collection of all r-subsets of U. A triple (U,f, 3 ) is called a system of blocks if Ci3 is also a finite set and f maps ?i; into C? (U). The elements of U are called the vertices of the system; the elements of '33 are called the blocks of the system. If f is an injection, ( C',f, %I ) is called a system of sets. In this case we often identify % with its image under f and simply write (U, 3 ), where Ci3 c 9 (U). We will be primarily interested in systems of sets; however, we are forced to discuss the more general situation because systems of sets are not closed under duality. Let (U,f, 91 ) be a system of blocks, and define f" : U-+ '3' (91) by f*(u) ={BluEf(B)}.
The system (%,f*,U) is called the dual system of (U,f, %!I ). A system of sets is said to be proper if its dual is also a system of sets. Let K denote the field of two elements (0, 1). The (Boolean) characteristic selection of a system (U,f, %?J ) is the function y : ?_i' (U)+K definedbyy(S)=]{B]f(B)=S,BE{%})I module 2. It is not difficult to see that a system of sets is completely determined by its characteristic selection, and that a system of blocks is not determined by its characteristic selection. Another function associated with the system (U,f, '33) is T : '?? (U)-+K. It is defined by T(S)= x y(T); th e summation here is of course in the field K.
T>S
In other words T(S) is the number of blocks which contain S, module 2. We also have the corresponding two functions for the dual system; the dual characteristic selection y* and the related function T*. We have that T* maps 9(~)intoK,anditisnotdifficulttoverifythat~*(&)=Jn,,~f(B)J module 2. [As above, T*( &) is the number of dual blocks which contain @ , module 2. Now (u]f*(u)> @} = {t~]p(u)~B, for all BE Ct?}, this in turn equals {u]u~f (B) for all BE a}, which equals n,,,f(B).] We are finally ready to define Boolean designs; our definition is the Boolean analogue to the definition of design given by Dembowski [3] . A system of blocks (U,f, 93 ) is said to be a Boolean design of type (s, t) if for each integer r (0 < T < t), T is constant on C?r (U), while for each 9 (0 < 9 < s) T* is constant on '??s (B). If a Boolean design is a proper system of sets, it is called a proper Booban design. If ( U,f, ??I ) is a (proper) Boolean design of type (s, t), then (3 ,f*, U) is a (proper) Boolean design of type (t,s); and of course, if (U,f, 9~ ) is a (proper) Boolean design of type (s, t) then it is a (proper) Boolean design of type (9, r) for any 9 and r such that 0 < 9 =G s and O<r< t. If (U,f%) is a Boolean design of type (s, t), we let T(r) denote the value of q on 9, (U) for 0 < r G t; similarly, T*(9) will denote the value of T* on ??)4 (a ) for 0 B 9 < s. This abuse of notation should lead to no confusion. Note that every system is a Boolean design of type (0,O) with T(B) = T(O) =~~~mod2and~*~)=~*(O)=~U~mod2.If(U,f,~)isadesignoftype (s, t) in the usual sense (see [3] ), then it is a Boolean design of type (s, t). The converse is of course not generally true.
The tool we will employ in studying Boolean designs is the natural vector space structure on $? (U), for a fixed finite set U. If + denotes the Boolean sum for subsets (S+T={uluESuT,u$&SnT}), then {S(U),+} is a vector space over K. It is not difficult to see that ?i",( U) forms a natural basis for this vector space. Hence dim 9 (U) = ) U]. There is also the natural inner product (a non-singular, symmetric, bilinear form) associated with this basis; ST=JSnTI mod2.
If & is a subspace, 6?l denotes the orthogonal complement of @. One standard result from linear algebra that we will often use is
If &? is a subspace of 9 (U), th e minimal non-empty subsets of U. are called the elemmtay vectors or elernentay subsets of &. The elementary subsets in a subspace @ of 9 (U) fo rm the circuits of a binary matroid on U.
This construction yields a 1-1 correspondence between the subspace of 9 (U) and the binary matroids on U. (See the discussion on representability in Sec. 6.) In this context, duality of matroids corresponds to orthogonality of subspaces; the matroid of @l is the dual to the matroid of @. By an identically self-dual binary matroid on U we mean of course a binary matroid which is its own dual (see [l] ). From the above discussion we see that an identically self-dual matroid corresponds to a subspace of 9 (U) which equals its own orthogonal complement. We call such a space self-orthogonal.
If A is a self-orthogonal subspace of 9 (U), then each subset in A must be even (SS = 0) and each pair of subsets have even intersections (ST= 0).
Hence a self-orthogonal subspace is a Boolean design of type (2,0) (it is in fact a Boolean design of type (2, t) for some t > 0).
Section 1 is a preparatory section in which we discuss the parameters of Boolean designs. Section 2 is concerned with collections of subsets with pairwise even intersections, while Sec. 3 is devoted to collections with pairwise odd intersections.
The next two sections are devoted to constructions: connected identically self-dual matroids of rank d (for d#2,3,5) in Sec. 4; non-trivial Boolean designs of type (t, t) (for all t) in Sec. 5. Section 6 contains a discussion of designs over other finite fields and constructions of connected identically self-dual matroids over the field of 3-elements.
Throughout the paper we will adhere to the conventions adopted in this introduction:
Lower case Greek letters will denote numbers in K or functions which take their values in K. Lower case Latin letters will denote non-negative integers or elements of the underlying set U. Capital Latin letters will denote subsets of the underlying set. Script letters will denote collections of subsets of the underlying set or the domain of a function whose range is a collection of subsets of the underlying set.
The symbol + will be used for all additions; its meaning will be clear from the context: the addition of lower case Greek letters will be addition in K, the addition of capital Latin letters will be addition in P(U), etc.
THE DESIGN PARAMETERS
If (U,f, ??I ) is a Boolean design of type (s, t) with characteristic selection y, the numbers T*(q) and T(T) for O<q<s and O<r<t are called the design parameters of the design. We will usually list them in the following manner:
(~*(o),?*(l),*..,?*(s) :? (o),. ..>T (t)).
It is natural to expect relationships among these parameters similar to those among the parameters of ordinary designs. 
t, where p is rmoduk 2, and y is the characteristic selection of the design.
Proof.
Let S be a fixed (r -l)-subset of U, and let (Y be the number (module 2) of pairs (R,B) such that S GR cf (B) and (RI=r. We compute o by two distinct methods. Let U be a fixed set of n elements. Let 3 z 9 (U) be a collection of subsets of U, and assume that the subsets in % have pairwise even intersections.
In algebraic terms the subsets in 9 are pairwise orthogonal.
Assume that there is a relation among the subsets in % , i.e., B, + B, + . . . + Bk=,O for B,,..., B,E%.
For each i~{l,..., k} take the inner product of both sides of the relation with Bi. This yields B,.B, = 0, i.e., B, is even. We conclude then that no relation among the subsets in ?i3 can involve an odd subset. It follows that if B 1,, , . , B, is a maximum independent collection in 91 , then every odd subset in % is included in this collection. We may 
We have seen that any collection of pairwise orthogonal subsets contains an independent collection B,, . . . ,B, and that the collection may be enlarged to include all subsets in the subspace spanned by the even subsets.
We have also seen that h + m < n. We must further show that if h + m < n, the collection is not maximal, i.e., it may be extended by the inclusion of We may now use this proposition to answer one of the questions put by Erdos and to obtain some results for designs.
COROLLARY 2.1. The maximum number of subsets of an n-set with pairwise even intersections is n + 1 for n < 5; 2h for n = 2h, where h > 3; and 2h + 1 for n = 2h + 1, where again h > 3.
It is clear that a maximal collection contains 2h + (m -h) subsets, where h + m = n. Hence we must maximize 2h + n -2h subject to 0 < h 6 [n/2]. This is a convex function in h and thus has its maximum at an extreme point. Hence the maximum is either 2'+ n = n + 1 or 2["/21 + (n -
2[n/2]).
The one-point sets along with the empty set yield a collection of n + 1 subsets with pairwise even (in this case empty) intersections. For any n we may partition U into [n/2] pairs and, if n is odd, a single one-point set.
The subspace spanned by the pairs and, if n is odd, this one-point set is a collection of 2i"/21 + (n -2[n/2]) su se s with pairwise even intersections. b t We leave it to the reader to verify that the maximum occurs at h = 0 for n<5andath=[n/2]forn>5. n COROLLARY 2.2. Zf (U,f, 31 ) is a design of type (2:0) with T*(l) = 1 and 7*(2)=0, then it is a system of sets with ) U( > 1% 1, Furthermore, for each U there exists a proper design with 1 UI = 1% I. It follows from this that B,,B 1,. . . ,Bh are independent. Since B, is an arbitrary odd subset in 9 , we conclude that the even subsets of B along with any odd subset in 9 form an independent collection of subsets. On the other hand, if the even subsets in $8 ' form a subspace, the odd sets in 3 are the translates of that subspace by B,,. We may turn this construction around and start with a collection % ' of subsets with pairwise even intersections which includes at least one odd subset B,. Then 3 = {B, + B II3 E %I ', B #B,} is a collection of subsets with pairwise odd intersections. Now we turn to the case that 95 = {B,, . . . , B,}, where Bi is even for all i, while B,.Bi = 1 for i # j, Assume that there is a relation among these subsets; by reordering we may assume B, -t * * . + Bk =H . Take the inner product of B, with both sides of this equation; this yields Ik -11~0 (mod2), i.e., k is odd. Assume k < m and take the inner product of both sides with B,,,; this yields 1 kj ~0 (mod2), i.e., this last assumption yields a contradiction. Thus if %I consists only of even sets, either they are independent or 9 consists of an even collection of independent subsets and their sum (if B, + * * * + B, =H is the only relation, B,, . . . , B, _ 1 is an independent collection and B, =B,+.-. +B,_,). Proof, There are just two things left to be proved. We must show that if B 1,. . . ,B,,, is an independent collection of even subsets with odd intersections, and if m is even, then we may include B, + B, + . . . + B,. But this verification is straightforward. We must prove that if B,, . . . ,B, is any independent collection of even sets with odd intersections, it is not maximal. Let B 1,. . . ,B, be an independent collection of even sets with odd intersections. There are 2"-" subsets orthogonal to B,, . . . ,B,,, and 2"-"'+l subsets orthogonal to B,, . . . , B,,,. Hence we may find a set C orthogonal to B,, . . . ,B,,, which has an odd intersection with B,. We assert that C+ B, has an odd intersection with all of the Bj's. (C+B,).B,=C.B,+B,.B,=l+O=l. On the other hand, if i > 1, (C+ B,)*Bi= GB, + B,*B,=O+ l= 1. n COROLLARY 3.1. The maximum number of subsets of an n-set which have pairwise odd intersections is n for n < 6, 2h for n = 2h + 1 where h > 3, and Zh+l for n=2h+2 where h>3.
Proof.
If 91 is a system of sets of the first type listed in the proposition, it contains 2h + (n -2h) -1 subsets, where 0 < h < n/2 (we must exclude 2 h = n, since the translated system must have at least one odd set). Again the maximum will occur at the extremes. If h = 0 we get n, if n = 2 h + 1 we get 2h, and if n = 2h + 2 we get 2h + 1. If 91 is of the second type listed in the proposition, we have 1 Ci3 I= m + 1, where m is even, and 3 contains m independent even subsets. Now the even subsets of U form an (n -l)-dimensional subspace of 9' ( U). It follows that m < n -1 and 1% I< n, which is a bound already obtainable in the first case. The constructions used in Corollary 2.1 may be used here to obtain maximal collections with pairwise even intersections, which may then be translated. 
Since f(B)*f(B)= 1, th ere may be an arbitrary number of blocks in B with f(B) as image under f. If the system is a system of sets and $3 is maximal, then ??J is the translation of a subspace of even sets with even intersections by an odd set orthogonal to the subspace. It follows that the dimension of the subspace is h, where h < n/2. We construct a system by choosing h disjoint 2-subsets and a disjoint one-element subset B,; we then translate, by B,, the subspace spanned by the 2-subsets. n As in Corollary 2.3, this design is generally not proper. The construction of proper designs is the subject of the next section.
PROPER DESIGNS AND CONNECTED SELF-DUAL MATROIDS
In this section we discuss subspaces which are equal to their orthogonal complement.
We call these self-orthogonal subspaces. They may be interpreted as designs of type (2:0) with T*(l)= ?*(2)=0 or as the circuit space of an identically self-dual binary matroid. Our first task is to study the concepts of proper designs and connected matroids and to relate these concepts.
Let @ be a self-orthogonal subspace of 9 (U) (@ = @.'). Assume that A,E @ is a two-element subset. If A E @ An A, must be even; hence A n A,, =fl or A n A, = A,,. Considering the two vertices in A,,, we see that the design is not proper, for no subset in 6? contains one of these vertices but not the other. Conversely, assume that the system is not proper, i.e., there exists a e-subset A, such that every subset in A either contains A,, or avoids it. It follows at once that A, is orthogonal to every subset in 6? and hence belongs to &. We have then that & is proper iff it contains no two-element subsets. A subspace @ c ?l' (U) is said to be disconnected if there exists a partition of U into two non-empty cells U, and Us such that each minimal non-empty subset in & lies entirely in one of the cells. Now assume that @ is a self-orthogonal subspace and contains a two-element subset A,,. Let U,=A, and Us-U + A,; let A E @ be elementary (a minimal non-empty subset in U). We have A n A, =a or A,; If A n A, =a, A c Us; if A n A, = A,,, A,, G A, which implies A = A,= U,, since A is elementary.
Hence if @ is not proper it is disconnected. We have shown that a connected self-orthogonal subspace is a proper design.
Before we state the main result of this section, we must discuss some results about subspaces of '?? (U) in general and self-orthogonal subspaces in particular. Let @ be any subspace of 9 (U) and let A E @, We have that if A is not itself elementary, then it is the disjoint union (disjoint sum) of for all A E @ , i.e., U E &l. Thus if @ is a self-orthogonal subspace of ?? (U), then U E @, and U is the disjoint sum of elementary subsets from @ . We now turn to our main result. { u5, u6, u7, u8}, A, n A, = {I+ u6, IL, , u9} . No matter how A, n A, is chosen, a pair from among {us, us, u,} will be orthogonal to every basis vector, and the subspace will not be proper.
We have now excluded the required spaces; we must now produce some general constructions for connected self-orthogonal subspaces. The case d = 1
is trivial, for we may take & = (6, U}, which is connected.
Case d=2t (t>2).
Let A,={u,,...,u,,}, ASt={2; r,. . . ,uzt}, and let Ai ={u~,o~,u~,u~} for i=2 ,..., 2t-1.
These are 2t even subsets of U={u,,..., UZt,q,. * *, uZf}, and one may easily verify that they have pairwise even @, we will have that @ is connected, for there is no partition U,, Us of U such that Ai c U, or Ai C U, for all i. The collection will be dependent only if Z:t, i,,&Ai = Ai for some j. The subset Ai will fail to be elementary only if Zy_l,ifiBiAi s A, for some non-empty sum. Hence we will be done if we can show that for every j=l ,**.,2t* ZfLi,i#iPi A CA has as its only solution the solution with all ij pi = 0. By symmetry we need only check the cases j = 1 and j = 2. and let Ci={ul,u;,uj,u,!} for i=2 ,..., 2t+l.
We have a total of 6t+l even subsets with pairwise even intersections.
Again we need only show that the equations like 2t-1 2t+1 2t+1
have only the trivial solution. And again by symmetry we need only check one of each type: the one above (1) and .., &_r,w; ,..., wht+r}. Ai={w,,w;,wi,~);} (i=2 ,...,2t+1), Bj={ ur,u~,u,,u~} and Ci={ur,u;,ui,u' i}, for i=2,...,2t -1. n COROLLARY 4.1.
Let U be an n-set. There is a proper design of type (2:0) on U with T*(l) = s*(2) =0 if n = 8 or 9 or n > 11. In all the above cases, a proper design (U, 3 ) exists with 1 Cih I= k ([n/2] < k < 2["/21).
Proof.
For n=2d (d#2, 3, or 5) we may take the basis vectors constructed in the proposition. These alone form the blocks of a proper design of type (2:0) with T*(l) = T*(2) =O. We may add to this design of d blocks any number of the subsets in the space. Hence we may have any number from d to 2d blocks. If n = 2d + 1 (d 22, 3, or 5) , we may construct a design as above on 2d vertices and then adjoin a vertex not in any block; the resulting system is still a proper design, 
For n = 2d + 1 or 2d + 2( d # 2, 3 or 5) construct a proper design of type (2:0) with T*(l)= ?*(2)=0 on 2d vertices then translate by a one element set disjoint from each set in the design. This new design will be proper and contain k sets where d < k < 2d. H
BOOLEAN DESIGN OF TYPE (t, t) FOR t > 2
The natural Boolean analogue to t-designs would of course be Boolean designs of type (1, t). As we have seen, we have only weak analogies to the usual theorems for t-designs. It is not surprising then that some new uniquely Boolean tools must be constructed in order to say much more about Boolean t-designs. These designs and tools are the subject of a second paper, "An Algebraic Superstructure for Boolean Designs" [4] . We pass then to designs of type (2, t). There are two designs of type (1 U], 1 U I), namely, the systems of Proof. First we note that % may be extended to include U. Since intersection is distributive over the Boolean sum, any set of the form is a sum of intersections of I or less blocks. If r < t these intersections are all even, and a sum of even sets is even. Hence we may extend 3 to the subspace @ . Now let S c U and let & (S) be the subspace of & consisting of those subsets in @ which lie entirely in U+ S. We have then that the subsets in 6? which contain S form the coset U+&(S), and IU+@(S)l=l@(S)l =2', where k= dim 6!(S). It is not difficult to show that dim @(S) > dim @ -1 S I. Hence if 1 S I;( dim @ , S is contained in an even number of blocks.
n Proof. Again we may assume that U E % . Using the fact that intersection distributes over + , we have that the intersection of r odd sums of blocks yields a sum of an odd number of intersections of T or less blocks. If r < t these intersections are all odd, and an odd sum of odd sets is odd. Hence we may extend 33 to @ . We note, however, that the even sums of blocks form a subspace G , and that & is the coset U+ G of G . Proof of Proposition 5.2. Let 6? be any proper subspace of 9? ( U) of dimension t + 1 (we may choose U as large as necessary). Consider the system ( U, @ ). As in the above discussions, this is a design of type (0: t) (since the blocks containing a subset S form a co&). Furthermore, the design parameters are all zero. If we alter 6? by including or deleting the whole set U to get & ', the design ( U, & ') will also be of type (0: t), but in this case the design parameters will all be 1. n Now consider the dual to ( U, & ), and apply Result 1 to get a design of type (t, d) with all design parameters zero. We need only show that d = t. If we look at the n by 2t+1 incidence matrix of ( U, & ), we see that it is of rank t+ 1. Now the transposed matrix, which is the incidence matrix of the dual system, is also of rank t+ 1. Hence the subspace spanned by the blocks has dimension t+ 1, i.e., d = t. Summing up, we have constructed a design f 9tFi) of type (C 4 with all design parameters zero; furthermore, Iti? I= 1% 1 2 . If we alter Ci3 by including or deleting the whole space to get 3 ', the resulting system will still be of type (t, t), and the design parameters will be ~*(())=.
. . +*(+();
T(O)=. . * =-;(t)=l.
Finally, consider the dual to (U, @ ') and apply Result 2; then delete or include the whole space. This will yield a design of type (t, t -1) with all design parameters 1.
GENERALIZATIONS
One natural generalization would be to define and consider designs over other finite fields. If one did this one would discover analogous results. For instance, one can prove Proposition 5.1 over any field. As in the Boolean case, it is the designs with repeated design parameters that yield results different from those in the standard theory for designs. As one moves to other finite fields, the design problem and the identically self-dual matroid problem diverge. We close with an illustration of this point by constructing some identically self-dual ternary matroids. To do this we must first describe some background results.
Let k be a finite field, and let U be a set of n elements; kU will denote the vector space of functions from U into k. This is an n-dimensional vector space over k with a natural inner product:
There is the natural support function from k" onto P(U):
suPPf= MC+% In the case k = K, the support function is an isomorphism between the two vector spaces K" and C?(U). Let @ be a subspace of k", and consider supp & = {suppf/fE Q}. Th e minimal non-empty subsets in this collection are the circuits of a matroid on U. This representation theory (due to Tutte) is equivalent to the more usual representation theory (due to Whitney). More precisely, this matroid, which we shall denote by 9R (& ), is representable over k and has rank n-dim @. Furthermore, every matroid representable over k may be obtained in this way. One of the more attractive features of this representation is that the circuits of the dual matroid 92 *(a) are the circuits of 9R (A I). In order to find an identically self-dual matroid over k, we need to find a subspace 62 ck" such that 9X(@)= Gn(@'). If k#K, this is weaker than the condition & = al.
We must restate the condition Gn ( (hf is the usual product of functions, hf (u) = h (u) f (u) for all u E U). We also note that f+hf is a non-singular linear transformation from kU onto itself. Hence !llL(A)='%(B)
if %I =h&={hflfEA} for some h with support u.
We close this paper with the construction of two classes of identically self-dual ternary matroids. We denote the field of the integers modulo 3 by L and its elements by 0, 1 and -1. Let U= { ui, us,. . . ,u,}, and let ei ELM be defined by ei(ui)= i 1 if i=i 0 if j#i I* Case n=6t. Let fi=2y=,e,, let fi= -e,+ei+est+i for i=2,3,...,3t, and let 6J be the subspace spanned by f f 1, 2 ,..., fst. Let h=Ey=,e,-Zy_3t+lei, we assert that &I = h @ . It is not difficult to verify that A*hf;. = 0 for all i and i (note hfi = fJ. It follows that h @ c &I; equality will follow once we show that the dimension of &? is 3t, i.e., once we show that fi, . . . ,fzt is an independent set. As in the Boolean case, we would also like to show that suppfi is minimal for all i (suppf, E "x(62)). Hence we wish to show that the equations of the form.
supp
( 1
haye only the trivial solution. Assume that the above inclusion holds, and choose i' # 1, i. We note that ust+i' @ suppfi and that it will be in the support of the left hand side if ~yi, #O. We conclude CX~ = 0 for i' # j or 1. It follows at once that the above equation has only the trivial solution.
We have then that the sets supp fi, supp fi, . . . , supp fat are circuits of the matroid. Clearly there is no partition U,, U, of U such that the circuits of '%, @ lie entirely in one cell or the other, hence ?IIL, @ is connected.
Finally, we can show that this is not a binary matroid. Consider the Boolean sum of suppfi and suppfi;
this is the set S = (u,, . . . ,uat+J. Assume supp(Z:", lcxifi) C S; since t+t+i B S for i > 3, cq = 0 for i > 3. Now consider supp(alfi+ a2fi); this set contains either u1 or ue and hence is not contained in S.
Case n = 6t+4. We will simply list the basis vectors and give the function h; the verifications will be left to the reader. The author has no construction for the case n = 6t + 2.
